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Cats and Pigeons 

Folk have apparently been getting all upset about an article in an academic 

journal in the United States written by an expert on urban regeneration who 

worked for some years at Edinburgh University. He made it clear that he loved 

being in Edinburgh, agreed with those who found it attractive and beautiful as 

did the many tourist visitors. He cautioned, however, that there were risks that 

those running the city might become complacent. Unfortunately the response 

from the Council Leader illustrated this to a ‘T’, describing all the awards and 

international recommendations made to Edinburgh, which is ‘famed for its 

history and culture, but … also known as a thriving, modern city’. 

Here are a few of the points Professor Richard Williams raised: 

• Poor management resulting in the statutory notices scandal and the delays 

and cost increase of the tram project, providing a poor impression of a 

‘thriving modern city’. 

• Lack of retail offering in many areas with the proliferation of charity shops 

and shops selling ‘tourist knickknacks’. 

• The poor condition of many roads. 

Perhaps comments on the article deserve a somewhat more thoughtful response 

than those quoted, particularly in responding to a critic with his background, 

although the article as quoted may appear a bit over the top in places. Some 

problems which affect the Old Town can be deep rooted and require long-term 

solutions, for example re-invigoration of run-down areas and the provision of 

good quality shops, but there is no place for complacency in tackling them.  

Criticism of road conditions in Edinburgh has come from a number of other 

quarters, including tour organisers quoting their clients, the Federation of Small 

Businesses, and the Institute of Advanced Motorists. On the other hand in the 

Old Town many roads have already been upgraded to a high standard. The re-

laying of the stone setts, a labour-intensive process, has been under way for 

some years, with the whole of the High Street between St Mary’s Street and 

George IV Bridge complete and Castlehill well under way, but similar work is 

urgently needed in the Lawnmarket, Victoria Street and St Mary’s Street, where 

even the Ancient Mariner might get seasick!  

As regards conventional road surfacing, a section of Chambers Street outside 

the Sheriff Court crumbles every time we have cold weather and now needs re-

laying rather than patching. Indeed cold winters are expected to be more 

extreme as a result of climate change, so the sooner the better. 



Edinburgh & Leith Post-Office Directory 1951-52

Street Directory entries for North & South Bridge

Business Occupier Street No Occupier Business

North Bridge

Newspaper publisher Scotsman Publications Ltd 20 3 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Newspaper publisher Scotsman Publications Ltd 24

Craigmillar Creamery Co. 28 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank Bank 30 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Morton’s Fancy drapers, furriers 32 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Dunlop, A.M; Turnbull, John & Co.  34 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

King, G. & W. Ltd Men’s outfitters 36 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Connolly, Thos Hairdresser Arcade

Pictorial Centre Arcade

Rosenbloom Bros Music & musical instruments Arcade

Samuel, H. Ltd Jewellers 40 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Burns & Paton Costumier 42 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Campbell, M & Co.  44 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Saxone Shoe Company Shoe Shop 46 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Saxone Shoe Company Shoe Shop 48 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Frater, John & Son Lithographic artists 52 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Melroses Ltd Tea & coffee merchants 54 29 Patrick Thomson Ltd Department store

Lamb, J Stewart, Ltd Drapers, Ladies’ Gents’ &     Children’s 

outfitters

56 31 Commercial Bank of Scotland Bank

South Bridge

Tron Kirk Church of Scotland 1 British Linen Bank Bank

3 Royal Commission on the Ancient and 

Historic Monuments of Scotland

National Momuments Record

7 Stark Bros (Edinburgh) Ltd Tailors & outfitters

8 Stark Bros (Edinburgh) Ltd Tailors & outfitters

9 Stark Bros (Edinburgh) Ltd Tailors & outfitters

Goodsons Ltd Mantle manufacturer 108 10 Sinclair, John Ltd

Goodsons Ltd Mantle manufacturer 107 12 Barratt, W. & Co Boot manufacturers

Allan, Peter, (House of Fraser Ltd) Department store 106 14 Baird the Bootmaker Bootmaker

19 Baird the Bootmaker Bootmaker

Allan, Peter, (House of Fraser Ltd) Department store 100 20 Suttie’s Hotel Hotel

23 Suttie’s Hotel Hotel

Boots the Chemists Pharmacy 99 21 The Canadian Fur Company Furrier



Business Occupier Street No Occupier Business

South Bridge

Jeans Mantles and gowns 96 24 Hepworth, Joseph & Son Ltd Wholesale clothiers

25 Hepworth, Joseph & Son Ltd Wholesale clothiers

Lawrie, James Ltd 95 26 The Bag Shop Bags

Lawrie, James Ltd 93 28 Baroda Gems Jeweller

Lawrie, James Ltd 92 29 Adair, Irene

Etam Ltd Hosiery 91 30 Barry’s

31 Gall, William. Also Precision Instrument 

Repair Co

Draper & clothier. Precision Instrument 

Repair

32 Audrey Modiste

33 Paige Gownes Ltd

34 Graftons Ltd Fashion specialists

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 87 35 Toal, J.M. Commission agent

Cowgate

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 37 Mundell, A. Bootmakers

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 39 Davis, D. Stocking Repairs (Ellenore McLaren)

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 38 Jack & Jill. Baby linen shop

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 41 Drages House furnishers

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 42 Stead & Simpson Ltd Boot manufacturers

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 43 Beacon Electric Co

Allan, J & R Ltd Department store 74 44 Beacon Electric Co

Buist, James & Sons Opticians 67 46 Gibb, Kenneth, F. Umbrella manufacturer and dog 

equipment

Wyse & Co Jewellers 66 47 Maxwells

Vincent, Arthur 63 49 MacRae, Andrew, Ltd House furnishers

Turnbull & Wilson Ltd Cotton, linen & woollens 62        

61

50 Stewart, Archibald & Co. Ltd and 

Stewart’s Drapery Co. Ltd.; Scottish

Turnbull & Wilson Ltd Cotton, linen & woollens 60 Temperance Alliance & Edinburgh Total 

Abstinence Society Halls;

Turnbull & Wilson Ltd Cotton, linen & woollens 59 Lawson, Walter B.; Scott, W.E.; Edgar, 

the House of (Edinburgh) Ltd

Lawson, Ernest Confectioner 58 51 Greenlees & Sons Ltd Easiphit footwear

Hart’s Waterproof Co 57 53 Whitney’s Furriers

University of Edinburgh Old College 54 Thin, James Bookseller

University of Edinburgh Old College 55 Thin, James Bookseller

University of Edinburgh Old College 56 Thin, James Bookseller

University of Edinburgh Old College 57 Hart’s Waterproof Co

Chambers Street / Infirmary Street



The Bridges then and now 

In our September 2012 issue we included a 

comparison of the shops on the Royal Mile 

today with those shown in the 1952 Post 

Office Directory.  This pointed up the shift 

from ‘useful’ shops to tourist-oriented ones. 

A comparison of what the 1952 Directory 

records on the Bridges with what is there now 

is equally revealing.   

One of our members remembers that in the 

1950s her aunties in Fife would come into 

Waverley and head straight up the Bridges to 

do their shopping, never touching Princes 

Street.  The 1952 directory shows why those 

Fife ladies would have seen the Bridges as an 

obvious shopping destination.  There were 

three department stores: Patrick Thomson’s in 

North Bridge and both J and R Allan and 

Peter Allan in South Bridge. There was also a 

fine variety of clothes and shoes shops and 

specialist retailers including a music seller 

and a tea and coffee merchant.   

Some of the 1952 businesses sound positively  

Victorian: mantle and costume manufacturers, 

chromo-lithographers and fancy drapers, not 

to mention the Edinburgh Total Abstinence 

Society Halls.  Others strike a more up-to-

date note: electrical engineers, Scholls’ Foot 

Comfort Services at Baird the Bootmaker on 

South Bridge and, also on South Bridge, 

Audrey, modiste, which sounds very chic and 

moderne. One notable survival is the 

University Bookshop, for many years James 

Thin, but from 2002 run by Blackwells of 

Oxford. Photographs of members of the Thin 

family can still be seen on the stair to the 

upper floor of the bookshop.   

Comparing today with 1952 there has been 

less of a shift to tourist-oriented shops on the 

Bridges than on the Royal Mile.  South 

Bridge in particular has clung onto some of its 

character as a shopping resource for local 

people.  But it is hard to see present day Fife 

aunties viewing the Bridges as a must-visit 

shopping destination.  And what is most 

striking of all is the growth of food outlets – 

none in 1952, 15 now.  We are indeed a fast 

food nation!   
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Royal Mile Lives 

“The largest, longest and finest street for 

buildings and the number of inhabitants, not 

only in Britain, but in the world” 

Daniel Defoe, (a former resident) 1723.  

 

A PhD Research Candidate, former Old Town 

resident and long departed South Bridge 

Primary School pupil, Justine Gordon-Smith 

will be making a series of short documentary 

films about the Royal Mile over the next three 

years. Despite all the different studies and 

detailed histories about the Royal Mile, no 

one has actually ever made films exploring 

the lives of people who live, work or 

volunteer on the street.  

Justine’s research is collaboration between the 

Social Geography Department and Trans-

Disciplinary Documentary Film Department 

at the University of Edinburgh led by the 

filmmaker and academic Nick Higgins. The 

aim of the project is to capture the way we 

live, and to explore themes such as 

community, crime, commerce and democracy 

amongst other topics. The project is going to 

run over the next three years, and Justine 

hopes to involve and engage local people, 

businesses and community groups in the 

project. So if you see a woman running 

around the Royal Mile with a video camera, it 

will most likely be Justine! At the end of the 

project Justine plans to arrange community 

screenings so we can all see the films before 

they are published. The aim is that the films 

can be used to teach social sciences in 

Scottish schools, and eventually social history 

for future generations of Scots.  If you have 

any stories you think might be of value to the 

project or you would like to get involved, 

please contact Justine via either email or her 

mobile. You can also text Justine and she can 

get in touch with you. 

Justine Gordon-Smith:  

Email: s1241410@sms.ed.ac.uk  

Mobile: 07986 355 768  

Our (Old) Town Stories 

The Edinburgh Public Libraries hold a superb 

archive of documents, maps and images of 

not only the Old Town but the whole of the 

City and the surrounding area. These have 

now been brought together in a most exciting 

website at www.ourtownstories.co.uk. The 

site is not easy to describe as it is so multi-

faceted in nature, but the central feature is a 

map of the whole district with locations 

flagged. Selecting one of these presents you 

with the related information, sometimes the 

story of an Edinburgh person, place or event. 

Maps of the same location at different times 

can be compared while images of a scene at a 

time past can be slowly transformed into a 

modern view taken from the same position.  

A simple link provides easy access to the 

Library’s massive online image collection at 

www.capitalcollections.org.uk. This has 

recently been upgraded so that for example, 

you can zoom in on an image to examine fine 

detail. 

If you are interested in family history the 

website is an ideal source. Ancestry Library 

Edition, part of the main site, provides a 

gateway to the official records of Births, 

Marriages and Deaths, Census returns and 

Emigration lists, and of course you can refer 

back to the main site for sources of 

background information.  

Our Town Stories may be difficult to 

describe, but it is very easy to explore so just 

try it.  



The Good … 

The buildings on the corner of Market Street 

and Cockburn Street used to be the home of 

the Edinburgh Evening News. The section on 

the right in our photograph was built in 1928 

to hold the printing presses, and the entrance 

to the newspaper’s office was through the 

door on the corner between the two streets. It 

was later owned by the City Council, and the 

Edinburgh International Festival offices and 

ticket office were located in the right-hand 

block for a while. 

The buildings stood empty for a few years but 

they now have been converted into an hotel 

recently opened by Motel One and already 

getting many bookings. The owners are based 

in Germany where they have forty such hotels 

together with one in Austria. The Edinburgh 

hotel is the first in a new wave of 

development across Europe, with plans for 

others in Scotland including possible 

additional ones in Edinburgh. The chain 

selects central locations for its hotels, a 

condition well met by this Old Town one,  

close to both the Old and New Towns, 

Waverley Station and the Airport bus 

terminus. They provide breakfasts but not 

lunches or dinners, so the many restaurants in 

the vicinity may expect to be benefiting from 

the hotel’s presence. 

The conversion provides an example of how a 

thoughtful approach can provide a well 

functioning, popular 208-bed hotel, without 

insensitive alterations or crass intrusion into 

the Old Town’s historic fabric. Furthermore 

the developers and their architect have 

ensured that they preserved the view 

northwards from the vantage point at the top 

of Advocate’s Close, a favoured location by 

tourists for a photo opportunity. 

… the Bad … 

Old Town residents have got used to seeing 

groups of young people in what might 

perhaps be described as ‘fancy dress’ passing 

along the streets, particularly at the weekends.  

They appear to be on their way to, or 

between, certain places of ‘refreshment’, for 

 

The new hotel with Market Street in the foreground and Cockburn Street curving off to the left. 

Our thanks to Guy Morgan of Morgan McDonnell Architecture for use of the photograph. 



 

 

which Edinburgh is now unfortunately widely 

known. Later, they augment the already 

massive numbers of noisy drunks wending 

their way home through the streets at 3 

o’clock in the morning when the clubs close. 

The situation is exacerbated by ‘party flats’.  

Some landlords are making a fine income by 

renting flats to such gatherings, sometimes 

with fifteen to twenty revellers packed into a 

three bedroom flat. There are constant 

complaints to the Police from neighbours of 

being outrageously disturbed by the revellers 

returning, often then continuing their revels 

during the night and leaving a mess on 

departure. 

The Council is now looking for ways to 

control the situation by means of planning 

legislation, but they acknowledge that a way 

has to be found to do this without excluding 

normal short term lets to tourists or those 

visiting Edinburgh for business meetings. We 

can only hope for the sake of residents that 

they succeed.  

… and the Ugly 

We live in a time of change, a cliché that may 

be as old as Adam and Eve, but there are fresh 

developments to report regarding High Street 

clutter in almost every issue of the 

Newsletter. Firstly, the good news. At a shop 

in St Mary’s Street owned by the Council the 

new lease lays down detailed conditions to 

prevent all the familiar problems encountered 

elsewhere, obstructions on the pavement, 

objects for sale or flags hung on the façade 

and ‘music’ being relayed into the street. 

They can sell high quality highland wear, 

cashmere and woollen products but not 

‘tourist tat’. So far this approach has been 

successful with the shop looking reasonably 

tidy, although they have managed to hang 

items for sale in the entrance doorway. 

 

Meanwhile up the High Street, the bad news. 

The latest developments include external 

advertisements for tours and for 

accommodation displayed on the outside of 

the shops or in windows, and some mounted 

on free standing supports on the pavement 

thus adding to the obstruction.  

 

Flags are increasing in numbers and size too. 

Why is it that Edinburgh appears unable to 

control such shops? Hampton Court, south 

west of London, receives thousands of day 

trippers every day, arriving by rail, coach and 

car. A recent visit there revealed many shops 

clustered outside the Palace gates selling a 

wide range of tourist orientated merchandise, 

apparently with none of these problems. 

Come on Edinburgh, try harder. 

 



 

The Owl and The Pussycat 

 

Once upon a time there was a young lime 

tree. The lime was planted in St Saviour’s 

Child Garden in Chessels Court in the 

Canongate.  And the lime grew and gave 

delight.  St Saviour’s Child Garden dwindled 

and ceased to be, but the lime still grew and 

gave delight.  St Saviour’s Child Garden was 

redeveloped into flats, and the lime still grew.  

And the lime grew big and top-heavy. 

When trees grow too big and top-heavy, they 

can fall over.  And when trees in city centres 

grow too big and top-heavy and might fall 

over, people decide the best thing to do is to 

cut down the tree, dig up its roots and it is as 

if the tree had never been.   

But the lime was lucky. The people who lived 

in the flat with the garden with the lime had 

imagination.  And instead of cutting down the 

lime, digging up its roots and making it as if 

the tree had never been, they asked the tree 

surgeon to leave the trunk of the lime standing.  

Then these people with imagination asked 

artist Peter Bowsher to use his chainsaw to 

carve the trunk.  Where once there was a top-

heavy lime, there is now a sculpture of the 

Owl and the Pussycat (with the boat, the 

moon and a £5 note).  So, although the lime 

no longer grows, it still gives delight.  

 

 


